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YBB #1. Boondi-Boorabbin Giant Ring Structure cluster, Southern 

Cross area, Yilgarn, Western Australia. Remnant Archaean 

Superplume, Metamorphic core complex or Impact Structure? 
Summary 

This paper is the first in a series that will document the Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring 

structure cluster (GRS) in the Yilgarn Craton as observed in geoscientific data. These papers 

are designed as a springboard for advancing the study of the Yilgarn and is empirical research 

of observations. Speculation on a possible superplume origin of the Southern Yilgarn GRS 

cluster is developed at the end of the paper. 

Boondi-Boorabbin was only discovered in late October 2017 when the cause of the 

pattern of arcuate palaeochannels was being investigated on radiometrics. The Boondi giant 

ring structure centre is located at 30˚ 57’S and 120˚30’E, about 85 km west of Kalgoorlie and 

25 km north of Boondi rock on the Great Eastern Highway. Boorabbin giant ring structure 

centre is located at 31˚ 12’S and 120˚18’E at the Boorabbin memorial about 100 km east of 

Southern Cross. The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure can be observed in gravity, 

topography and magnetics but most clearly in K/Th/U radiometrics.  

Geology. The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure cuts across all regional geology 

and there is no large-scale evidence that it is a product of the regional geology which consists 

of NNW trending greenstone belts in a matrix of gneiss and granite. 

Radiometrics. The outer rings are observed as a series of overlapping rings emanating 

from these two proximate GRS centres. The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure has a 

240km radius to the Leonora ring. There are rings in Palaeochannels out to 300 km (Darlot) 

which suggests an original 600 km diameter, if symmetrical. The western half is truncated 

along the Southern Cross-Youanmi line (Terrane boundary). This line corresponds to the 

westward extent of the greenstone belts and large palaeochannel systems. It is also the 

commencement of surface lithologies with uranium rich – thorium depleted radiometrics that 

has a blander, less textured appearance. As the Cauden, Malgar and Barrambie GRS appear to 

be relatively undisturbed the movement on this boundary may be mainly west up exposing the 

older crust. The geochronology indicates this is the oldest crust, has had more surface 

greenstone crust eroded, and has undergone more prolonged deformation and metamorphism. 

The southern half of Boondi-Boorabbin is cut off by the Norseman GRS. The Norseman 

GRS overprints the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS in radiometrics suggesting that it is a younger, or 

stronger, structure.  

Residual gravity, which highlights near surface greenstones, shows that that there are 

few greenstones that follow the Boondi-Boorabbin rings suggesting that they were not intruded 

along these rings. This may mean that either the rings are post the last greenstone intrusions 

(post 2.7 Ga) or the actual Boondi-Boorabbin GRS structures are not tapping the mantle and 

are thus different from the GRS studied so far. The Boondi and Boorabbin GRSs have different 

gravity signatures at their centres. Boondi has a large (~30km) gravity low centre. There are 

poorly developed roughly semicircular gravity features (30 km radius) in the southern half of 

the Boondi GRS. These have a similar gravity signature to the later granites found in field 

studies of the western ring of the Cauden GRS (Watchorn YC#1 2017). Boorabbin has a well 

formed (but small, ~5 km) gravity high ring centre. This centre has an annulus (70 km width) 
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of moderate more homogenous gravity signature with an uter margin which overprints the 

gravity of the Boondi GRS. 

Magnetics. In the 1500 TMI (long wavelength) magnetic data the Boorabbin feature 

appears as a 2km diameter magnetic high centre with a narrow annulus of lower magnetic 

intensity surrounded by a well-formed 70 km diameter higher magnetic rosette. The Boorabbin 

rosette is different in appearance to Watchorn and O’Driscoll GRS central magnetics which 

have a high central ring surrounded by magnetics of decreasing intensity that overprint the 

surrounding lithologies. The Boondi GRS centre is not visible in the 1500 TMI magnetics. 

Genesis. It is suggested that the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs, and the large 

number of rings trending to the NW, may have resulted from a superplume and its subsequent 

breakup. 

Introduction and recommended background reading 

This paper is the first in a series that will document the Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring 

structure (GRS) in the Yilgarn Craton as observed in various geoscientific data.  

There is a lack of published papers on Archaean giant ring structures and also on the 

methodology for finding and researching GRS in geoscientific data and on the ground. To 

alleviate this lack of research publications a series of papers on Yilgarn GRS are being 

published on geotreks.com.au and although not expressly peer reviewed they are the end 

product of 20 years geoscientific research into giant ring structures by the author who is well 

qualified to undertake this research. The objective is to get the information on Yilgarn GRS 

available to the geoscientist so that a well-informed debate can give different research avenues 

and enhance exploration prospects. 

To further this collaborative research the following is a list of papers published on 

geotreks.com.au (Barrambie; Watchorn YB #1, 2017, Cauden; Watchorn YC #1 – 3, 2017, 

Malgar; Watchorn YM #1, 2017, Norseman; Watchorn YN #1 – 2, 2017); Watchorn; Watchorn 

YN # 1 – 4, 2017, and Yamarna; Watchorn YY # 1 – 4, 2017). 

These papers are deliberately written in colloquial language for access to as many 

people as possible. There is a summary and conclusions beneath each figure so the paper can 

be skim read and easily assimilated so that the overall research completed to date can be quickly 

examined and critiqued. Comments are appreciate comments (good, bad or indifferent) so 

please use the comments box on the webpage at the end of each paper. There has been much 

interest in the papers. The papers have had over 37,000 visits in the last 6 months which is a 

considerable number for a small geoscience site. Share the research papers site with your 

colleagues. 

Each of these papers forms only a segment of the overall research on giant ring 

structures and if read in isolation will only illuminate a small aspect of the wide-ranging scope 

which includes exploration targeting. The methodology for enhancing, identifying and 

exploring Archaean giant ring structures are described throughout the papers. It has been 

reported that the more savvy explorers are starting to put some of these principles into practise. 

A paper pulling together all this methodology will be written when the papers are essentially 

completed.  

It is advisable to skim read the following papers before reading this latest paper. 

Watchorn, R.B. 2013. Examination of impact structures in the Yilgarn, Western 

Australia: ASEG Preview 166, 35. http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35 

http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35
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Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YB #1. The 420km diameter Barrambie Giant Ring Structure as 

observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Archaean Superplume or Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-

yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #1. The 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure as 

observed in the Yilgarn geological surficial data. Does it represent an Archaean Superplume or 

Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-

giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #2, Aeromagnetics Highlight the Median Rings in in the 

370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Why do they line up with the major mines? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-

rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-

major-mines/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #3. Geology, Gravity, Mineralisation and Exploration 

Targeting of the 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Is this one of the world’s largest 

meteorite impacts?   https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-

mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-

worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017 YM #1, 2017. The 250km diameter Malgar Giant Ring Structure 

as observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Is it an Archaean Superplume or Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-

diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YN #1. Norseman, an unreported 700 km diameter giant ring 

structure defined by radiometrics.  Real or imaginary? Is a revision of Yilgarn Craton geology 

and exploration fundamentals required? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-

imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/ 

Watchorn, R, B. 2017. YN #2. The 700 km diameter Norseman giant ring structure is now defined 

by Landsat.  Formulating new parameters for Yilgarn exploration. Discovering the Yilgarn’s deep design? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-

landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #1.  Archaean meteorite impacts in Western Australia – real 

or imagined? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-

impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #2 Leonora Ring – a circular pop-out structure? Discovery 

of a New Giant Ring Structure – real or imaginary? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-

imaginary/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #3. Leonora Ring correlation of Landsat, magnetics and 

gravity data. An Enigma being resolved?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/ 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
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Watchorn, R., B., 2017 YW #4 Watchorn giant ring structure, correlation of the 

Landsat, Gravity and TMI Magnetic rings. Meteorite Impact structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-

gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #1 Giant ring structures and gold in the Far Eastern Yilgarn. 

Meteorite impacts?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-

structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 2 Yamarna giant ring cluster.  Comparison of the 

radiometric and Landsat Giant Ring Structures. Independent coincident evidence of Yamarna 

GRS existence? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-

cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #3 Plumridge giant ring structure. Preliminary Investigation 

of the Exploration Potential using radiometrics. Where and what was the gold source? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-

preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-

was-the-gold-source/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 4 Correlation of Plumridge Giant-Ring-Structure with Seismic 

Traverse 12 GA T1. Understanding the 3D Structure of Giant Ring Structures and their 

Associated Mineralisation. https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-

giant-ring-structure-3d-research/ . 

 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/
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Yilgarn giant ring structure tabulation. The location and basic statistics for the Yilgarn GRS 

so far found follows. 

-  

Figure 1. Yilgarn giant ring structure location and dimensions. 

The Boondi giant ring structure centre is located at 30˚ 57’S and 120˚30’E about 65 km 

west of Kalgoorlie and 25 km north of Boondi rock on the Great Eastern Highway. Boorabbin 

giant ring structure centre is located at 31˚ 12’S and 120˚18’E at the Boorabbin memorial about 

100 km east of Southern Cross.  
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Relationship of interpreted geology of Yilgarn Craton with Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring 

structure.   

 

Figure 2. Boondi-Boorabbin relationship to Yilgarn geology with terrane boundaries (Cassidy 

2004 p4).  

The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure has a 300km radius to the Darlot ring 

(suggested 600 km diameter). The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure can be observed in 

radiometrics, gravity, topography and magnetics. It is not observed in Landsat. 

The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure (as interpreted in the radiometrics in figure 

6) cuts across all regional geology and there is no large-scale evidence that it is a product of 

the regional geology which consists of NNW trending greenstone belts in a matrix of gneiss 

and granite. 
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The outer rings are observed as a series of overlapping rings emanating from the two 

GRS centres. The western half is cut off along the Southern Cross-Youanmi line and the SE 

quadrant cut off by the Norseman GRS. 

 

Boondi-Boorabbin radiometrics - structure and timing. 

 

Figure 3. Yilgarn radiometrics with uninterpreted giant ring structures.  

The centre of the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS is the midpoint between Southern Cross and 

Kalgoorlie. A worthwhile exercise at this juncture would be to search for as many GRS as 

possible on this figure and see if you can exceed the number found by my wife Val in 5 

minutes. Her sightings are the solid colour rings on the following figure. Note that even only 

50 – 80% of the ring outline of even a recent GRS (60 Ma) like Chicxulub is observed in 

most data so don’t expect to trace the ring full circle. The GRS will often be a circular area of  

a specific colour but not expressed by hard line boundaries. No cheating! 
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Figure 4. Yilgarn radiometrics with Boondi-Boorabbin and other interpreted giant ring 

structures. 

Some of the GRSs follow the palaeochannel system because of glacial over-deepening 

of the GRS fracture systems during the Permian (de Broekert and Sandiford 2005). There are 

rings in Palaeochannels out to 300 km (Darlot ring - 600 km diameter) that follow the same 

pattern. Other rings follow radiometric colour changes.  
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Figure 5. Radiometrics Boondi- Boorabbin and Norseman giant ring structures, closer view of 

their location and dimensions. 

The fine ripple ring pattern is unique to the Boondi- Boorabbin GRS. There is also a 

very strong pattern of radiating and circular radiometrics which are more common in the 

compressive uplift caused by a superplume (Schubert et al. 2004) than the downward 

compressive force exerted by an impact which creates concentric rings. 

There is a marked colour change, from generally green in the west to generally pink in 

the east, down a central NS axis (30 km east of Boondi GRS centre - Bd) which correlates with 

the Southern Cross - Eastern Goldfields Terrane boundary. This suggests different radiometric 

minerals at the surface. It is unlikely that this difference is caused by the original geological 
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processes as the trend of the Yilgarn Craton structure is to the NNW not NS. A more likely 

cause is that the western side has been uplifted exposing deeper lithologies with different 

radiometric minerals.  West side uplift may also be the cause of the other marked change from 

greenish to white/blue in the radiometric signature west of the Southern Cross-Youanmi line 

(white line in Figures 4, 6, 14 and 24). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Radiometrics Boondi- Boorabbin and Norseman giant ring structures, location and 

dimensions. 
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The radiometrics of the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS are clearly observed especially the 

Menzies Leonora and Darlot (outer ring) rings as they follow the palaeochannels. However, 

the Boondi-Boorabbin rings are harder to observe to the west of a line from Southern Cross 

through Youanmi in the NW Yilgarn. This line corresponds to the westward extent of the 

greenstone belts and the large palaeochannel systems. It is also the commencement of 

lithologies with uranium rich – thorium depleted radiometrics (blue-white) that has a blander, 

less textured appearance. It is suggested that there is a major vertical discontinuity along this 

boundary. As the Cauden, Malgar and Barrambie GRS appear to be undisturbed the movement 

(as with the Southern Cross Kalgoorlie terrane boundary) on the boundary may be mainly west 

vertically up exposing the older crust. Geochronology indicates this is the oldest crust, has had 

more surface greenstone crust eroded and has undergone more prolonged deformation and 

metamorphism. 

Timing estimation of Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRS.  

The Norseman GRS overprints the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS in radiometrics suggesting 

that it is a younger, or stronger, structure than the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS. The texture and 

colour between the two arcuate Norseman GRS rings is different than outside these rings. The 

texture is more hackly radiometrics, and the colour is a more even mauve-blue that traverses 

through purple, violet and green radiometrics from east to west. This suggests that it has 

overprinted the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS and the even older pre-existing NNW trending 

geology. This suggests Norseman GRS is the youngest GRS in the Yilgarn. There is good 

correlation between the Norseman GRS and gold and nickel mineralisation (Watchorn YC#3 

2017, figures 2 and 5). This suggests that Norseman GRS predates mineralisation in the Eastern 

Goldfields (younger than 2.72 Ga McCuaig 2010) and that Boondi-Boorabbin predates 

Norseman GRS. 
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Relationship to Topography and palaeochannels  

 

Figure 7. Yilgarn topography showing the palaeochannel system and the mining centres 

(Whitaker, A.J., 2001). 
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Figure 8. Yilgarn topography showing the palaeochannel system, the mining centres and the 

Norseman and Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring systems as interpreted in the radiometrics. 

The GRS are observed in the Palaeochannel system because of glacial over-deepening 

of their ring following fracture systems during the Permian (de Broekert and Sandiford 2005). 

This is similar to the formation of Lake Torrens by the Permian glacial overdeepening of the 

fracture systems associated with the 100km diameter Acraman impact structure in the Gawler 

craton in South Australia (Williams and Gostin 2010). 
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Figure 9. Gawler Craton Lake Gairdner, Lake Torrens (Landsat) giant ring structure caused by 

Permian glacial overdeepening and subsequent refilling of the Acraman impact structure 

fracture system (Williams and Gostin 2010). 
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1500m TMI Magnetics relationship to Boorabbin GRS centre 

 
 

Figure 10. 1500m TMI magnetics (Whitaker 2001) of Boondi-Boorabbin GRS located between 

Kalgoorlie and Southern Cross.  

The metamorphic homogenisation overprint associated with the GRS appears to 

postdate the regional metamorphism which finished at 2.72 Ga (Goscombe, et al, 2009).  

The Proterozoic dykes, of 2.47 Ga age in the South Yilgarn (Turek 1971) cut the GRS (more 

clearly observed in gravity figures 15 and 18) giving a minimum age. The GRS can be observed 

as a 70km diameter lighter (stronger magnetics) circular double annulus feature between 

Kalgoorlie and Southern Cross. 
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Figure 11. Closer view of Magnetics of Boondi-Boorabbin GRS located between Kalgoorlie 

and Southern Cross. The GRS can be observed as a 70km diameter lighter (stronger magnetics) 

circular double annulus feature. 
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Figure 12. Yilgarn  Boondi-Boorabbin (Yellow), O’Driscoll (white) and Watchorn (orange) 

giant ring structure centres and the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs as interpreted in 

radiometrics. 

The Boondi and Boorabbin GRS have different signature magnetic centres. The 1500 

TMI (long wavelength) magnetic data shows the Boorabbin feature as a well-formed 70 km 

diameter higher magnetic intensity rosette. The Boorabbin rosette is different in appearance to 

the magnetics at the centre of the Watchorn (orange) and O’Driscoll (white) GRSs which have 

a high central ring surrounded by magnetics of decreasing intensity that overprint the 

surrounding lithologies. The Boorabbin GRS, in contrast, has a central point-high, a narrow 

annulus of lower magnetic intensity and then a wide annulus (rosette) of uniform high intensity 
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which abruptly terminates into the normal regional geology. The Boondi GRS centre is not 

visible in the 1500 TMI magnetics. 

The smooth magnetics to the west of the Youanmi-Southern Cross line is most likely caused 

by a metamorphic homogenisation and demagnetisation overprint which finished prior to 2.72 

Ga (Goscombe, et al, 2009). This overprints the western side of the Boondi-Boorabbin GRS.  

Relationship to Residual Gravity  

 

Figure 13. Residual gravity showing Boondi-Boorabbin GRS (Bn and Br) centres located 

between Kalgoorlie and Southern Cross.  
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Figure 14. Boondi-Boorabbin Norseman GRS residual gravity interpreted.  

Residual gravity, which highlights near surface greenstones, shows that greenstones in 

the east follow the Boondi-Boorabbin rings suggesting that they may have been intruded along 

these rings. This means that either the rings are post all but the last (east) greenstone intrusions 

(post 2.7 Ga) or the actual Boondi-Boorabbin GRS structures are not tapping the mantle and 

are thus different from the GRS studied so far – with the possible exception of the Norseman 

ring which also doesn’t have greenstones following it.  
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Figure 15. Residual gravity showing Boondi-Boorabbin GRS centres located between 

Kalgoorlie and Southern Cross.  
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Figure 16. Residual gravity and radiometric interpretation of Boondi GRS centre.  

The Boondi and Boorabbin GRS centres have different gravity signatures. Boondi has 

a large (40km) low gravity centre (yellow interpretation). There are poorly developed roughly 

circular gravity features (100km diameter) in the southern half of the Boondi GRS. These have 

a similar gravity signature to the later granites found in field studies of the western ring of the 

Cauden GRS (Watchorn YC#1 2017). The radiometric interpretation of the centre is shown in 

white hatched lines and the radiometric centre is the white dot. 
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Figure 17. Residual gravity, radiometric and 1500mTMI magnetics interpretation of Boorabbin 

GRS centre.  

Boorabbin has a well formed (but small ~5 km diameter) gravity high (red) ring centre. 

This centre has a disjointed annulus (50 km diameter) of moderate (red/yellow) gravity 

signature which overprints the gravity rings of the Boondi GRS. 

The metamorphic homogenisation associated with the GRS centre is observed in the gravity as 

a fuzzy area within the yellow ring which is the 1500m TMI magnetics interpretation of the 

centre.  

  The EW Proterozoic dykes, of 2.47 Ga age in the southern Yilgarn (Turek 1971), cut 

the ring structures giving a minimum age.  
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Figure 18. Residual gravity, radiometric and magnetics interpretation of Boondi-Boorabbin 

GRS centres. 
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Yilgarn Craton Geology relationship with Boondi-Boorabbin, Malgar, Cauden, 

Watchorn,  Yamarna, Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman giant ring structures.   

 

Figure 19. Interpreted geology (from Blewett and Hitchman 2006) with superimposed 

Barrambie (A and C), Malgar (B), Cauden (C), Watchorn (D), Yamarna (E), Boondi-Boorabbin 

and Norseman (F) giant ring structures. Enlarge to at least 300% to observe details of each 

inset. 

Inset A. Barrambie centre on magnetic data (Watchorn YB #1, 2017).  

Inset B. Malgar centre magnetics (Watchorn YM #1, 2017) 

Inset C. Cauden and Barrambie on surficial geology data (Watchorn YC #1, 2017 and 

Watchorn YB #1, 2017). 

Inset D. Watchorn centre on Landsat data (Watchorn YW #1, 2017). 

Inset E.  Yamarna on Radiometric data (Watchorn YY #1, 2017). 

Inset F. Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman on radiometric data (Watchorn YBB #1, 

2017, Watchorn YN #1, 2017). 

The giant ring structures dwarf the regional geology and cut across all geology and 

terranes. 

None of the GRS are perfectly circular but, even though distorted, they maintain an 

approximate concentric ring structure geometry while crosscutting all Yilgarn terranes. This 

suggests that the lower crust of the entire Yilgarn had already cratonised before they formed. 
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This also implies that these giant ring structures developed independently of the later  

geological processes that formed the upper crust of the Yilgarn craton.  

It is suggested that they occurred before the upper crust formed and that the deep mantle 

tapping ring structures were still active through the upper crust because of their great size and 

depth. By this method linear and circular structures can propagate above the original structure, 

through the upper crust to the current surface and so leave no evidence of shock structures on 

the surface structures. This is a similar method by which Trans-lithospheric structures 

propagate through later crust (Hronsky 2013). 

There have been no shock structures or rocks found associated with the Yilgarn GRS 

with the possible exception of the core containing shockmetamorphic breccia clasts in ELV 

071 (Glikson et al 2016). The age and provenance of this host rock is under active discussion. 

This shockmetamorphic breccia is located on the strong median Leonora ring of the Watchorn 

GRS (figure 19 D). If it is proved that this host rock is an Achaean rock derived from the upper 

level crust then this is strong prima facies evidence for the Watchorn GRS being an impact 

structure. 

Superplume origin for the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs? 

It is suggested that the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs in the Central Yilgarn, 

and the large number of associated rings trending to the from the SE to the NW,  may be have 

been formed by a superplume and/or metamorphic core complex and its subsequent breakup. 

 

Figure 20. Venus’ Artemis Chasma giant ring structure location and dimensions (Wikkipedia 

- Venus) 

 The large ring structure in the SE is the Artemis Chasma structure of ~2300 km 

diameter. Hansen in a UWA masterclass lecture in 2015 suggested this is a superplume and 

Spencer in 2001 suggests it is metamorphic core complex. The Aphrodite Terra area to the 

north and NE is about four times the dimensions of the Yilgarn and Pilbara Cratons combined 

but has a similar topographic and geomorphological appearance.  
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Hansen in 2015 suggested that these Plateaux (4 km above the Venus general level) 

were formed by giant impacts and that they formed the kernel of Venus’ Archaean Cratons. If 

this is correct then the same process of Archaean Craton formation most likely operated in the 

early stages of Venus’ twin planet, Earth. 

Below are published diagrams of the suggested mechanism of plume involvement in 

the formation of the Yilgarn Craton. 

 

 

Figure 21. Yilgarn proposed superplume structure location and dimensions (Mole et al 2012). 

That superplumes have had a big influence on the build-up of the Yilgarn craton has 

been proposed by many researchers. Many mechanisms and locations have been investigated. 
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In 2014 David Mole on his website, Conversations - Tracing the Earth’s hottest volcanoes from 

core to ore, stated - 

Komatiites have been studied for more than 60 years and are fundamental in developing 

our knowledge of the thermal and chemical evolution of the planet, but until recently 

we didn’t understand why they formed where they did.  

So how are komatiites formed? 

Komatiites are found in ancient pieces of crust, or cratons, preserved from the Archean 

Eon (2.5 to 3.8 billion years ago). These cratons contain greenstone belts – preserved 

belts of volcanic and sedimentary material that often contain deposits of precious 

metals. 

Many cratons exist worldwide. One of the largest is Western Australia’s Yilgarn 

Craton, which hosts most of the gold and nickel mined in Australia. This craton has 

only a few specific belts that contain major komatiite flows. (author’s bolding) 

Previous research shows that komatiites were formed from mantle plumes – upwelling 

pipes of hot material that stretch from the outer core to the base of the crust. 

Around 2.7 billion years ago in a huge global event referred to as a “mantle turnover”, 

multiple mantle plumes formed, and one hit the base of the early Australian continent 

– the Yilgarn Craton, forming some of the hottest lavas ever erupted on Earth. 

When plumes first hit the base of the lithosphere – the 50-250km-thick rigid outer shell 

of the Earth – they spread out into discs of hot material more than 1,000km in diameter.  

The following figure showing the calculated position of the proposed superplume (from 

the lava - komatiite flow directions) is from Barnes 2012. The superimposed lines are from the 

Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRS’ interpretation shown in figures 6, 12 and 14. The base 

geological diagrammatic plan is from Barnes 2012. 

 

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/precambrian/archean_hadean.php
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/precambrian/archean_hadean.php
http://www.ga.gov.au/webtemp/image_cache/GA18908.pdf
http://www.ga.gov.au/webtemp/image_cache/GA18908.pdf
http://www.sciencedaily.com/articles/m/mantle_plume.htm
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Figure 22. Yilgarn proposed superplume structure location and dimensions. 

The location of the superplume that perhaps influenced the volcanism and mineralisation of 

the Eastern Yilgarn craton was proposed (by Barnes et al in 2012) to be to the east of Southern 

Cross approximately in the Boondi-Boorabbin centre location. The Norseman and Boondi-

Boorabbin GRS have a different geoscientific signature from the other Yilgarn GRSs studied 

(Watchorn, Cauden, Yamarna, Malga and Barrambie). They have strong radiating structures 

and do not appear to be associated with much late volcanism up the GRS structures even though 
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it is estimated that Boondi-Boorabbin occurred before the last episode of greenstone intrusion 

from 2.72 – 2.65 Ga (McCuaig et al 2010). 

 The following diagram is from Schubert et al 2004.  

 

Figure 23. Superplume generation and break up structure location and dimensions (from 

Schubert 2004). 

  Inset 1. Generation of superplume of perhaps 800 km diameter (see figure X inset 1 

Barnes 2012).  

 Insets 2 – 4. Shows the breakup of the plume into small (perhaps 50 km diameter) plume 

clusters. These are shown (from mathematics in Hansen and Yuen 2002) to be located on the 

radials of the original plume structure. This process has been calculated (and from observation 

of modern plumes) to have taken about 100 ma (Schubert 2004). This correlates well with the 

duration of the various greenstone cycles documented in Archaean Cratons worldwide. 
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Figure 24. Radiometrics Boondi- Boorabbin, Norseman and the South Eastern Yilgarn Craton 

cluster of giant ring structures. 

The observed fine ripple ring effect is unique to this GRS. There is also a very strong 

pattern of radiating radiometrics which are more common in the compressive uplift caused by 

a superplume (Schubert 2012) than the downward compressive force exerted by an impact 

(Grieve and Pilkington 1996). 

It is suggested that the Boondi-Boorabbin, the Norseman rings, and the large number 

of rings trending to the NW, may be have resulted from the generation of a superplume and its 

subsequent breakup. This hypothesis will be expanded on in later papers. 
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Mineralisation and exploration potential 

The Boondi-Boorabbin-Norseman GRS cluster may have associated mineralisation and 

good exploration targeting potential as is evidenced by the location of Kalgoorlie, Kambalda/St 

Ives and the newly discovered Nova nickel province (yellow stars in figure 24) all being closely 

associated with these ring structures. There are many areas around these ring structures that are 

only lightly explored and which deserve more exploration attention. This will be expanded on 

in later papers. 

Conclusions 

The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure has a 240km radius to the Leonora ring. 

There are rings in Palaeochannels out to 300 km (Darlot) which suggests an original 600 km 

diameter if symmetrical.  

The Boondi-Boorabbin giant ring structure can be observed in gravity, topography and 

magnetics but most clearly in K/Th/U radiometrics. The outer rings are observed as a series of 

overlapping rings emanating from these two proximate GRS centres. The southern half of 

Boondi-Boorabbin is cut off by the Norseman GRS. The Norseman GRS overprints the 

Boondi-Boorabbin GRS in radiometrics suggesting that it is younger, or stronger, structure.  

It is suggested that the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs, and the large number of rings 

trending to the NW, may have resulted from a superplume and its subsequent breakup.  

The exploration targeting potential is evidenced by the location of Kalgoorlie, 

Kambalda/St Ives and the newly discovered Nova nickel province all being closely associated 

with these ring structures. 

Further research 

1. Research into the 3D morphology of Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs by the 

study of the Kalgoorlie Southern Cross TM line. 

2.  Research into the relationship of mineralisation and the interplay of the Boondi-

Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs.  

3. A paper on exploration targeting of the Boondi-Boorabbin and Norseman GRSs. 
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